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LETTER FROM OUR MINISTER REVD. ASIF KARAM
Dear Friends,

F

It is said, “Truth written on the heart lasts forever”. This current age of
smart phones, texting, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, YouTube and the
spread of the internet, has given more knowledge to our present
generation. I wonder? Is this knowledge reliable and making them wise;
are they content with this knowledge? I do have some very good news - if
we want wisdom we can have it, wisdom comes from God and we also
learn from the experience and the faith of our elders. When we find
profound wisdom and words, we must do something very important with
them: “write them on the tablet of your heart” Proverbs 3:3.
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I believe the up-and-coming generations need to heed that contentment is not having what you
want, but wanting what you already have. As Wesley Hall church family, we praise and thank God
for having this prestigious building; a legacy entrusted to us by past members and devoted people
who, with faith, diligence and determination, have maintained the building for the last hundred
years. Through their foresight and vision, Wesley Hall has become an inclusive, caring and
welcoming place of worship and witness, bringing glory to God and bringing people to God by
offering friendship and supporting community activities. As a small group of people and families,
we truthfully acknowledge that God has positioned us intentionally together to share, to cherish
and to manifest His caring love and to carry out the common good with full potential.
Undoubtedly, we value our friendly fellowship and esteem the gifts of each other and believe “as
iron sharpens iron, so one can sharpen another” as King Solomon said in Proverbs 27:1. We
understand that when iron becomes blunt another piece of iron is used to sharpen it and this
process necessarily involves heat, friction and close contact. We can’t sharpen an axe from a
distance, we have to get close enough to make the sparks fly (let your light shine). We have to get
close enough to be able to share openness, honesty and vulnerability and be willing to give and
receive constructive companionship.
I recollect the hideous and repulsive incident when someone tried to burn down the concept of the
church and the church building. For a moment in tears, we thought Satan seemed forceful, but
the solid foundation and the standing structure of the Church building unshakably commanded us
to “have an advantage, do not be saddened and feel prevented, rather be content and overcome
what happened”. The overpowering and controlling God was with us and God used us like Paul,
Barnabas and Timothy to build each other up and also this building.
Friends, Paul represents a person in your life to whom you look for spiritual leadership, he or she is
a person who keeps urging you to “press toward the mark” of God’s high calling. This person could
be, not necessarily a minister but a husband or a wife; more often it will be a close friend, a coworker or an older person you greatly admire. Paul is the one key person you look to when things
begin fall to apart, when you are confused or wonder what to do next. Believe me, we grow faster
if we have someone around us who can give us good counsel when we are in need. We did it
profoundly.
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Barnabas represents a person in your life who is probably your best friend. He or she is a friend
who sticks closer than a brother or sister. You may not get much advice from this friend (except
indirectly), but your Barnabas is that person who brightens your life by his/her very presence, this
could be your husband or wife, but often it will be a very close friend, who can weep over your
defeats and cheer your victories. This person is a true “Son of Encouragement” who can lighten
your load simply by being there. We were all Barnabas at that difficult time.
Timothy represents a person in your life to whom you are a Paul. He or she may be a new believer
or a younger Christian, a person in whom you sense a great potential for the body of Christ. When
you spend time together with him or her and share your heart, your understanding of God and
your daily walk with Christ, you let this person get close enough to see you growing in faith and
fidelity.

We were Paul, Barnabas and Timothy in tough times and God has blessed us with new friends and
families as we mentor and minister each other like close friends. By His grace, we are growing,
following Paul, being a Barnabas and finding Timothy in this digital age. Today, as Wesley Hall
Church, we have still got many blunt edges. We earnestly pray Lord that you keep us in your
hands and sharpen us, so that we might be your useful and truthful tool among our generation
now and in the future.
Yours in his service,
Rev. Asif Karam

LETTER FROM OUR CIRCUIT SUPERINTENDENT
REVD. DR. HAYFORD OFORI-ATTAH
It is with joy that I write to congratulate you as you celebrate this special
anniversary. It is my prayer that the Lord will richly bless each and every
one of you for your remarkable faith, love, dedication and resilience which
have seen you through the past years, especially in the aftermath of the
June 2011 arson attack. I also pray that through you, the Lord will sustain
the Methodist presence in the vicinity for a very long time to come.
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All of us have a role to play to make the latter prayer a reality. We need to stand firm and hold
fast to the Christian traditions we have inherited from the faithful past members of Wesley Hall.
Isaac Watts, the hymn-writer, reminds us that these saints from our church 'once they were
mourners here below, and poured out sighs and tears; they wrestled hard, as we do now, with
sins and doubts and fears.' (See Hymns & Psalms 815.) Inspired by the zeal of Jesus, they
followed his footsteps and gained the promised rest. This is the kind of mind required of us if we
are to preserve the seeds of the Christian gospel which have been sown at Wesley Hall and its
neighbourbood through the labours and sacrifices of our forebears. Let us desire to have a closer
walk with God by feeding more on Scripture and praying more fervently.
We must continue to keep the fabric of the church in good shape. These two duties, namely,
maintaining a Christian presence and looking after the church building, call for regular church
attendance, sharing of faith with others and generous giving to the church. May God grant us the
grace to remain steadfast in our Discipleship. Happy Anniversary!
Your friend Hayford

LETTER FROM EDITH HAWTHORNE
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Raymond and I came to Shooters Hill Circuit from overseas and wondered how we would adjust
to being back in English Methodism. The warm, loving welcome that we received made things
easier and we were very grateful to you all.
At the beginning, I didn’t travel round the Circuit very much, but always felt at home when I did
come to Wesley Hall. Half way through Raymond’s ministry there he had to go into hospital. I
had just started training as a Local Preacher, going with Pat Spilsbury to share in services and on
that day I preached at Wesley Hall. It was the first sermon I had written and the first time I had
tried preaching . I was very nervous and my mind was also on Raymond, so I shudder to think
what it was like! However, you were all very supportive and tried to convince me that it had
been fine. That support never faltered and I always knew that your prayers were with me in my
studies. I will always be grateful to you for that.
Your witness in the local neighbourhood is very important and I pray that the Centenary
Celebrations will be a witness that is enjoyed by many and that God will continue to bless the
work you do for him in the years ahead.
With love and blessings. Edith

MY MEMORIES OF WESLEY HALL REVD. JUDY TURNER- SMITH
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Incredibly, it’s already four years since I left the Lesnes Abbey Circuit and
“sat down”, as the Methodists say when Ministers retire. That entailed
leaving Wesley Hall too, a congregation who immediately I arrived in 2004,
made me feel most welcome and affirmed. I know I was disappointed that
the wonderful smell of the new floor in the hall, which I’d savoured when I
was first shown round, had gone by the time I actually took office, sealed in
by varnish, of course. But that was the only disappointment!
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I found the work with young people was not only alive but vigorous, which meant my engaging in
some unexpected moments. That included with Alan helping in the construction of a bog garden,
and sitting up high on a step ladder playing the part of God(!). I would hope in any congregation to
feel a part of the church family, but everyone was so friendly at Wesley Hall I soon felt a part of
each of the families who belonged there too. We were never overly formal, and worship in the
chapel, especially for Holy Communion, was sometimes a bit of a squash, with me supporting the
rail to prevent its tipping over, yet the worship was truly heartfelt, even when children were
proving a little distracting. Baptisms usually took place in the hall so there was plenty of room
then. I can’t remember who first proposed the February Church Council should be held on Shrove
Tuesday so we could have pancakes beforehand, a stroke of genius which meant we also all turned
up on time. We so enjoyed this that it became an annual fixture!
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Many memories are episodic: walking across the common on the way to a wedding reception,
sitting watching huge goldfish in a living room after a sad loss, climbing endless flights of stairs in
flats, putting a food parcel together to provide a Christmas meal, sharing various celebratory meals
in the hall, talking with complete strangers who came in their droves to jumble sales (and I’m still
using some bath towels I bought at one!). And then there were the regular barbecues outside at
the back, with mouth watering smoke, and however late I arrived from some other part of the
Circuit, something had always been kept for me. There was a period when the safe key had
mysteriously disappeared, quite an achievement as it was so large, and that caused a bit of a panic.

I was very proud of the way the building was gradually being modernised almost always by our
own labour, and the Scout hut too. The budget was too slim to allow specialist attention unless it
was the only way forward, and 9 times out of 10, our own church folk did whatever was necessary.
I can’t imagine how many hours of loving, dedicated and good work was done, all for free, which
st
slowly but surely turned each room into a pleasant environment fit for the 21 century. I was
therefore distressed to hear of the arson, a poor reward for all that work. But typically the Wesley
Hall folk picked themselves up and started all over again. Quite a team pulling their weight
practically, but also a deeply caring and praying fellowship with boundless friendship and an
admirable readiness to forgive when conflicts arose. I miss them.

MY THOUGHTS AND MEMORIES OF WESLEY HALL
REVD. DAVID ASHBY
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When somebody you have known many years suddenly emails you to
recount some past memories, it is then that you realise the old mind is
not as good as it used to be. I can clearly picture people's faces and
remember events, but to find out when all that happened, I had to
search a little while in my computer. As it turned out, it is over 10 years
ago since I was last the minister at Wesley Hall, (2001-2004). Doesn't
time fly when you are enjoying yourself!
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As I was prompted to think about the fellowship again, my memories are of a group of
people with a fun loving and an indomitable spirit, that was able to overcome many
problems. I remember the new hall floor we needed and how people just rolled up their
sleeves and laid that new floor. I remember playing football in the hall before the service
and feeling very hot and weary as I went in to lead worship. The wonderful BBQ meals,
come rain or sun, that we had after parade services and I recall wet sponges being thrown
at me during a Circuit Fun afternoon - "These are a few of my favourite things".

All these memories reminded me of the relaxed fun times I had with the fellowship at
Wesley Hall. There were of course, as always, the difficult times, but the fun far outweighed
those.
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There was also the enjoyment of worship and seeing the worship area take on a new
outlook. Whilst I was not there at the time, I remember the news of the fire and hearing
how again the indomitable spirit of the Church and those attached to it overcame yet
another problem.
As I write this little note, I can picture all these events so clearly in my mind and see and
remember the faces with much love. I will always remember my time at Wesley Hall with
great fondness. You were like family to me and supported me, as much as I hope I
supported you.
Not sure what the next 100 years holds for Wesley Hall, but I do hope that the same loving
and "will do" spirit will ensure that the witness to Jesus Christ will continue to be made
hopefully for many years to come.
Good luck and God bless you all in your celebrations.
Your friend and ex-minister.
David

LETTER FROM REVD. HARVEY RICHARDSON
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I have many very happy memories of my time at Wesley Hall when I was
stationed as the Superintendent of the Shooters Hill Circuit, from 1983 to
1988. I vividly remember a number of things, as they spring into my
mind. The uniformed organisations were full of life and energy. I
remember a very special 'Gang Show'; this must have been in 1983 or
1984. The boys and girls were always willing and lively participants at our
regular Parade Services in the Hall. I would like to pay tribute to the
excellent leaders of the uniformed groups. This was always very special.
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It was during my time that the regular Sunday morning worship services, apart from Parade
Services, began to be held in the small hall alongside the main hall. This smaller hall was
tastefully arranged and I think it was a good move which enhanced the quality of worship for the
relatively small congregations. For me, leading worship at Wesley Hall was always a delight and a
challenge. I remember how attentive the worshippers were, and one in particular, Ken Nichols,
who encouraged me in my theological progress as a preacher. I will always be hugely grateful for
his thoughtfulness and his encouragement.
The Christmas Bazaar was always a special event. Lots of fun and a real sense of commitment to
the local community, with huge amounts of money being raised for good causes. I also recall a
summer-time event when we gathered in the narrow forecourt outside the main entrance of the
Hall for an open-air celebration - perhaps a Church Anniversary tea? Our younger son, Thomas,
aged about 2 or 3 spent the whole time dancing and showing off to everybody!
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While at Wesley Hall, I came to know the local vicar, Father Michael Kingston of the Ascension
Church and he occasionally accompanied me on his fine piano with my rather rusty violin-playing.
I remember preaching there sometimes.
It was during my time in the Circuit that a full-time lay pastoral assistant was appointed to assist
in the development of the Mission of the Circuit, with particular responsibilities at Wesley Hall.
This was a time of renewed opportunities, especially among our splendid young families.
However, there were times when the maintenance costs of the fabric of Wesley Hall were
becoming a burden to the congregation, and there was talk of closure and/or development of
the site. In spite of this, I am so thrilled to know that the dedication, perseverance and
encouragement of the few faithful members and friends of Wesley Hall has sustained such a
wonderful continuing witness to the Gospel in this corner of Plumstead.
I send my warmest and fondest regards and all good wishes for a great celebration.
Harvey

MY THOUGHTS ON WESLEY HALL – KAREN GILHAM - STEWARD
It has been a great pleasure putting this Souvenir Booklet together for our Centenary. My thanks to
everyone that has contributed to it. We have enjoyed planning and bringing our ideas together to
th
th
celebrate our Centenary on the 7 and 8 June 2014 and we have endeavoured to include everyone
that uses the building, its members and congregation, Sunday School, the Beavers, Cubs, Scouts,
Explorers and their Leaders, Karate Group, Zumba Group, Line Dancing Group and Top Tots Day Care.
We have also tried to contact as many past members of the church, Sunday school and uniformed
organisations as possible, inviting them to join us in our celebrations and we look forward to meeting
up with many of them again during the weekend.
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What shines through this booklet, is the time, faith and contribution that many people have given to
Wesley Hall from 1914 and still do today. It is the people who make a church and the building, faith,
friendships and prayer that keeps them all together. This has been shown many times over the years
through good times, lean times and hard times. We have been truly blessed! Even our founders had
the foresight to leave a blank foundation stone, which came to light after the church suffered an
arson attack on the 17th June 2011, during repainting works – (it is amazing what we fail to notice
sometimes!). We have recently had this stone engraved to record our Centenary.
I became a member of Wesley Hall in 1981, when Revd. David Nicholson was our Minister – one of
the many times we were threatened with closure. I attended a membership course along with my
husband Alf, Ken Nichols and Terry and Debbie West and others across the Circuit including Pat and
Ron Brewster from Welling Church. We met on Sunday evenings at various churches around the
Circuit and were welcomed into membership at a Circuit Service in Welling Church. I can vividly
remember Revd. Ed Standhaft addressing the congregation - as new members we had promised to
serve the Lord in our own churches and he challenged the congregation to make sure that we were
allowed to do so - “Use them and their skills, let them serve, don’t ignore them”, (hitting the lectern
as he said this!)
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I have served as Church Council Secretary since 1982; and as a Steward since 1999, alongside Ken
Nichols, from whom I learned a great deal, and more recently as Worship Leader. What has driven
me over the years apart from loving Jesus, is wanting to include as many people as possible in
services that I take part in, to try to make worship more attractive to young people and more
particularly to show that we can have fun in both our worship and fellowship. I couldn’t have
achieved any of this without the assistance and encouragement of Ministers, friends and the
congregation, to whom I express my thanks.
th

Wesley Hall would not be what is today without The 27 Woolwich Scout Group, its past members,
current members and leaders, working alongside the members of the church to help maintain the
building and the Scout Hut. This is one of the strengths of our church and long may it continue.
Thousands of people, young and old have entered our building over the past 100 years and we have
all been enriched in many ways through people we have met, learned from, served with and perhaps
even argued with. As a church we have endeavoured to serve and be accessible to people in our
community. If we want to continue to grow, we need to continue to do this in the future. Some of us
have grown up with the church being under threat of closure, which is not a fostering atmosphere to
be in. Those times have past and we must now look to the future, improve on our outreach in our
local community and move forward together in strength and prayer for the next 100 years!
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OPENING
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Opening 19th March 1914
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This picture was taken at an opening ceremony by the children in March 1914. Note the
organ in the background, now long gone. The table in the centre is still in use as an alter
table in the chapel and is brought into the main hall for Parade and Family services.
Extracts from the diary of Thomas James Charles Prower:
“15 March 2014 (Sunday)
Last service in the old Sutcliffe Hall in the Slade.
“19 March 2014 (Thursday)
Opening of the new Wesley Hall at the Slade by Rev. Ensor Walters at 3.30. Tea and meeting in
the evening, addresses by various local ministers and Chairman – Mr. Bishop.
“21 March 1914 (Saturday)
Continuing opening services at Wesley Hall. Sunday Schools opened by the children trained by
Will and Gladys (Prower). Tea and concert at 7:30 by Central Hall Male Choir.
With thanks to Colin Prower who comments:Our family has a copy of this photo with a handwritten note on the back saying that “At this
meeting a suffragette tried to interrupt but she was ejected by Leslie and Will Prower”.
Embarrassing for me now as Leslie was my father! Will, my uncle, is the man standing at the
back in front of the organ.

WHO BUILT WESLEY HALL?
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Two stones inside the ‘porch’ provide the answer to that question. One indicates the architects
Gordon and Gunton. Josiah Gunton designed a number of Wesleyan chapels and a rather grand
building in Portsmouth which served as both the Wesleyan Sailors and Soldiers Home and a
church built in 1908. He also designed the Royal Masonic Institution Boy’s School in Bushey,
Hertfordshire in the same year and later the Royal Insurance Building, Lombard Street.
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Wesley Hall seems to have been designed by his son William who went on to become a partner
in the practice 2 years later. There are similarities in the shape of the windows of some of
Josiah’s buildings with that of Wesley Hall but little else. The builders, also commemorated in
stone, were Thomas and Edge, well-known local builders who went on to build several shops in
Powis Street, Woolwich and were still operating in the 1960s.The building is simple in the
extreme and designed to maximise its flexibility, being aimed primarily at the youth of this
rapidly expanding suburb. There is little to indicate its use as a place of worship (the cross now
adorning the front elevation was added in the late 1980s) although upon close inspection it is
possible to see that the hall window mullions and transoms are over-engineered and in fact each
form a crucifix.
The design consists of a large, simple hall with a high open apex roof with sturdy trusses. There is
a ‘porch’ but it serves only to secure the building and minimise heat loss from the hall. The large
windows are higher at the rear to accommodate a fixed pulpit and a number of rooms were
provided to either side which could be divided by heavy wooden blinds of the type then
commonly used by shops to secure the premises at night (an example is still in use today at “The
first shop in the world” Nauticalia in Greenwich, on the corner of King William Walk). The current
staging to be seen in the hall was built later (probably in the 1930s). The only other change of
note is that regular services were moved to one of the side rooms, now our Chapel, when the
size of the congregation and the cost of heating the hall made weekly use of this space
uneconomic and the blinds were replaced by permanent walling, some being recycled as
benches.
Simple it may be but the building has stood the test of time and stills serves as a centre for a
range of youth and children’s activities to this day.
[Sourced and written by Christine Anthony]

EARLY YEARS – KAREN GILHAM – CHURCH SECRETARY
We begin our potted history of Wesley Hall with an extract from the Methodist Recorder on
th
Woolwich Methodism, 28 December 1911.
“The newest development in this old Circuit is at the Slade where a new area of people is
springing up. Until the last weeks there has resided at the Slade a lady of means who deliberately
moved into the area to devote time, personal service and money to religious and good works.
She has bought and presented to Methodism a large site of freehold land most suitably situated.
She has also given the use of her own house rent free for 3 years for the future use of a Pastor
who will develop the scheme and carry out Christian and temperance work.”
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That pastor was Mr. George Dempster and that was how Wesley Hall Methodist Church began:
through the generosity of a friend of the church who was not a Methodist but believed that such
a building was necessary in the area. The Scheme was later launched at a special service to
th
commemorate 125 years of Methodism in Woolwich on 4 January 1912. After a lot of work in
th
the local community of the Slade and fund-raising, the building was eventually opened on 10
March 1914 and the building was packed with people.
In October 1938, there was another great effort to raise funds for Wesley Hall’s continued work
amongst young people. From a special Souvenir Booklet produced at the time, Rev. Arthur
Summerfield writes:
“Dear Friends,
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The work at Wesley Hall is mainly among young people. The premises are not sufficient to cope
with the many organisations for the youth of the neighbourhood. Situated on the verge of a large
new building area the scope of the work has increased considerably, with encouraging results.
We have a loyal band of young men and women ably led by Pastor Spink who are facing up to
these new opportunities but whose efforts are somewhat hampered by lack of funds.
“We believe that great days are before us and we trust that the success of these celebrations will
be but the beginning of a new era for this Church. We are full of hope and trust that the
confidence of our friends will inspire them to give us all the help they can.”
Pastor Chas Young writes in the booklet about progress during the years 1929 – 1933, which, he
writes, was confined chiefly to youth organisation: “The Girls’ Club was drafted into a Guide
Company under Captain Tebbutt. The Boys’ Club gave place to a Scout troop, with Mr. H. Hogger
as Scoutmaster. Later the Rovers transformed the Club room into a Rover Den.
The Sunday school was graded and needed more room. The Junior Guild was growing and
needed more room, as did the Scouts and Guides, so a hut was purchased and erected under the
guidance of Mr. A. J. Parker, and with the help of the Rovers; the Guides furnished the hut, which
was opened by Mrs. Bartlett Lang. At the close of my ministry, there was promise of a bright
future arising out of these organisations.”

Some other notable dates:
th

16 November 1946 – A concert was held by the Brownies, Guides and Scouts to raise funds for
the church.
th

16 September 1950 – Wesley Hall was re-opened following renovation and restoration works.
This is when the Rover Den became our Chapel.
th
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11 April 1964 – Wesley Hall celebrated its Golden Jubilee Anniversary. [Extract from programme
below]. During the afternoon, there was a chance to meet old friends and a tea for which a
charge of 2/6d was made (12.5p). An evening Thanksgiving Service was held, conducted by Rev.
Maynard Wilson, with Rev. W. J. R. Nash and Rev. R. J. Billington as speakers. The order of service
notably states that one of the bible readings was read by a Master Paul Nichols, who is now the
church’s treasurer.
th
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8 May 1971 – Re-opening and Dedication of Wesley Hall – now a modernised and dual purpose
hall. Notably the organist for that special service was a Mr. Frank Bryan and our minister was
Rev. Leslie Day.

MEMORIES OF DAWN BARBER
As a small child I was taken by my auntie to Sunday School, which was held in the Den at
Wesley Hall and as I grew older the class moved into the Hut. As a teenager I joined the
choir, having choir practice in the week and singing in church on Sundays.
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We had Brownies on Thursdays with the two Mrs. Hoggers and we took part in the Gang
Shows held at Wesley Hall. Our mums would put make-up on us at home and we’d walk
along the streets to the show thinking that we looked so good! Years passed and then I
took my three daughters and son to Sunday School and to Brownies, Guides, Cubs and
Scouts.
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Life has come full circle and now it is the turn of my granddaughter to be in the Cubs and
grandson to be in the Beavers.
MEMORIES OF DOT FAIRCLOUGH

Memories of Wesley Hall are mostly good but a few sad ones too.

War time: one big happy family all caring for each other. Two of our Rovers serving with the
RAF were killed in action – Harry Osbourne and Ernie Pocknal – remembered with love and
sadness to this day.
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Life was never dull at Wesley Hall, always something happening. Gift days were busy, each
organisation took part in a display with packed houses so well attended each time. Gang
Shows in those days were held at Wesley Hall – what a great time was had by all. I still
vividly remember one young girl front of stage on her own, in a top hat and tails with black
fishnet tights and high heels. Will she recognise herself I wonder? She is now a married
mum of two!
From November to January each year there were Christmas parties. By January sandwiches,
jelly, cakes and any other party treats were off the menu! Six out of seven days a week
Wesley Hall was our second home, my mum and dad used to say, “Why don’t you take your
bed down there?”
So many happy memories, far too many to record here but best of all some of us were
meeting our life-long partners – time passes so quickly, looking back every minute of every
day at Wesley Hall was special. Sadly my partner and soul mate is no longer with us, but I
know he’d have been happy and proud that Wesley Hall is still flourishing in its Centenary
Year.

A FOND MEMORY – ANDY BARBER
I remember as a child going along to see Showtime with my aunt and uncle at Wesley Hall.
Some years later, one of my many fondest memories of Showtime rehearsals at Wesley Hall,
as a member of backstage, was of Steve Ruby as Peter Pan and us as backstage members trying to
catch him as he flew through the air off stage and us being dragged onto the stage! Ooops! Tears
of laughter from the backstage team and sympathy for Steve in his harness!

27TH WOOLWICH SCOUT GROUP
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I have had many happy times through cubs, scouts and ventures and am now making more
memories as Explorer Leader with the Badgers. Happy Birthday Wesley Hall.
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Wesley Hall has been home to the 27th Woolwich Scout Group since its formation in 1930.
The group currently comprises a Beaver Colony, Cub Scout Pack and Scout Troop. The Badger
Explorer Unit also meets at Wesley Hall. The group and unit have always been strongly linked with
the church, with many group members also being members of Wesley Hall. Most months of year
include a parade service attended by group members in uniform. The group’s colours are paraded
at these services.
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Often the group has helped out with maintenance of the church building, with much valuable work
today still carried out by current group officers and former group members.
Wesley Hall has seen many special events held by the 27th, including dinners, barbecues, group
shows, etc. A badge commemorating Wesley Hall’s Centenary has been designed. We hope that
permission will be granted for this to be worn on our uniforms. Information about the group, its
history and photos is available on the Group’s web site at http://the27thwoolwich.org.uk/

The group ready for District St. George’s Day, sometime in the 1990s!

AKELA
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One of Wesley Hall’s people was ‘Danny’ – Florence Daniels. Danny was Akela to the 27th
Woolwich Cub Scout Pack for many years. She also ran a boys’ club at Wesley Hall on Wednesday
evenings. Danny was unique. She was amazing in her care and love for ‘her boys’. Danny loved
the simple things in life and was always cheery and chatty. She was one of those people to whom
it was difficult to say ‘no’ to. She would often visit the parents of cubs on a Saturday morning,
usually to persuade them to help in some way. Danny’s links with Wesley Hall and 27th Woolwich
spanned some 40 years. Her service was incredible and her energy tireless. Such was the love and
affection held of her, many of the ‘boys’ helped her in later life, doing jobs around the house and
looking after her affairs. Although Danny had no family of her own she regarded her boys and their
families as her family.
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Akela receiving a presentation from 27th Woolwich Group Scout Leader Brian Watling. This was taken
backstage at one of the District Scout and shows held at Wesley Hall (Showtime), 1984 or 1985.

Danny died in 1986. She was sadly missed by so many. A thanksgiving service was held for her. A
plaque on a wall in the chapel commemorates her life at Wesley Hall and the cross on the front
wall of the church was erected in her memory. Such was the respect that Wesley Hall people had
for Danny, nobody since has taken the name ‘Akela’ in the Cub Pack.

Danny is pictured here with Grace Bater who cared for Danny in the last five years of her life.

FAMILY CONNECTIONS – ANN SPRAY (NEE HOGGER)
My whole family were very much involved with Wesley Hall as they grew up and then married, both
on my father’s side - the Hoggers and my mother’s side - the Pollards. They belonged to the church
during its early development and the youth organisations where they met their future partners.
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William Henry Hogger known as Harry, married Elsie Langham at Wesley Hall on the day before
World War II started in 1939. Harry was a stalwart of the church both as Scout master and as a
Church Steward, he really did keep the place running. I remember trips to the Rovers den on a
Friday night to pay in our instalments to the Christmas Club that Harry organised. It was a way for
dad to keep in touch with what was going on. Then there were the indoor campfires that Harry led
round the ‘campfire’ lit by a red light bulb. Harry also had an allotment just outside the kitchen door
that he spent time on. I think this is where the scouts practised their fire lighting skills. Elsie was
Brown Owl for many years and after retiring handed over to her daughter Margaret. Their son
Graham was also involved with the Scout group before they moved down to Dorset.

O
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Leonard Hogger married Renee Hicks. They met at Wesley Hall. Len was the first of the original
Rovers to enlist in the RASC at the beginning of the war when the Rovers started a dairy of the
Rovers and their involvement during the war. Several of them of course did not return. Len helped
my father with the designing and making of the scenery at Wesley Hall for the Woolwich Boy Scouts
Gang Shows during the 1950s. Renee was Tawny Owl alongside Elsie for many years.
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Jessie Hogger married Albert Cooper. They did not meet at Wesley Hall but were good supporters.
Jessie could be found in the kitchen whenever there was catering to undertake. Their daughter,
Audrey Cooper, was my Guide Lieutenant and later in life a regular member of the congregation
until she was taken ill in 2010. At our Guide camps she was in charge of the menu and the cooking
rota. On one camp she was horrified to find one Sunday morning that a fox had stolen the Sunday
roast from the stores tent. It meant knocking up the local butcher to beg another to feed 30 hungry
guides. She worked hard to prepare all those meals.
Leslie Hogger married Dora Pollard in 1941 but not at Wesley Hall. Dad was a scout and later one of
the original Rovers. Mum was a Brownie and later a Guide and Sunday school teacher. Mum often
accompanied us on our Guide camps with my younger sister Jan in tow. She organised the Sunday
school outings to Littlehampton, and a place called Resort California when it rained all day! We
travelled in a double decker London Bus. Dad was involved in organising the Gang Shows at Wesley
Hall which I remember well. He was later asked to co-produce The Woolwich Boy Scouts Gang
Shows in the 1950s alongside Les Payne, a builder who lived on Plumstead Common Road. Dad took
charge of the scenery and props which were built and made with volunteers of the scout group at
Wesley Hall. Mum was wardrobe mistress for these events and we spent many weekends at
Conway School planning and making costumes during rehearsals. In the late 1950’s dad started a
youth club on a Saturday night where I learnt to play badminton. I still play now. I was in the
Brownies and Guides and a Sunday school teacher for a short while before I left to go to Matlock
Teachers Training College in Derbyshire. My sister Jan met and married her husband Paul Nichols at
Wesley Hall and they are still very much involved along with their daughters Helen and Jo.

Marjorie Pollard married Charles Cradduck at Wesley Hall in 1934. They both belonged to the
Scouts and Guides. Marjorie was later Brown Owl until the family moved to West Wickham in Kent.
Charles was an original Rover and joined the RAF during the war. He later became a Methodist Lay
Preacher. Their son Trevor was also a cub and scout.
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Dorothy Pollard known as Dolly. Aunt Dolly was my Guide Captain having grown up in the Guides at
Wesley Hall. She was also a member of the choir. I remember my guiding years with much affection;
the camps were often wet ones but good fun. Dolly, mum and dad made and built the latrine and
fire shelters in the back garden when Dolly decided to take her campers certificate. The rubber
sheeting roofs used to fill up with rain and when the Guiding official came to inspect the camp,
someone inside decided to release the water just as she walked past. However Dolly did get her
campers certificate. We used a furniture removals van to take us to camp. The stores were loaded
first and then the Guides clambered on top. Health and Safety would have a wobbly now! Each year
we used a wooden cart to collect unwanted jam jars to make money for our camping trips. So many
happy memories.

O
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With so many of the family involved at Wesley Hall it was inevitable that I should spend many of my
early years there. Growing up in the church and the guide movement I met many friends, some that
I still have contact with but have not seen for many years. It was my life and entertainment then,
before television and computers. We went to socials, had Christmas parties and of course the fetes
and jumble sales and days out.
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Well done Wesley Hall on reaching your Centenary and to all the people who have been loyal
supporters and who have worked hard to keep it going through some difficult times. May it remain
a place for people to meet and enjoy especially for the youth of today, as it was for the youth of
yesterday.

Above is the 6th Plumstead Common Guides outside Wesley Hall in 1956. On the left is Guide Captain Dorothy
Pollard. Also in the picture are Guide Lieutenant Audrey Cooper, Anne Stannard, Shirley Bentley, Rita Taylor, Ann
Hogger (now Spray).

THE ROVERS
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Wesley Hall was home to the 27th Woolwich Rover Crew.
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Rovers reunion just after the 1939-1945 world war, Prower House. In the picture are Len and Doris Clifton,
Renee Hogger, Len Hogger, Ann Hogger, Graham Hogger, Dora Hogger, Trevor Cradduck, Charles and Marjorie
Cradduck, Dorothy Pollard, Elsie and Harry Hogger, Henry Stock, Les Hedley.

Fun at the Rover’s reunion. Pictured are: Ivy and Leslie Prowers, Charles Cradduck, Ann Hogger, Trevor
Cradduck, Brian Hogger, Len Hogger and Graham Hogger.

6TH PLUMSTEAD COMMON GUIDES
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The 6th Plumstead Common Brownies and Guides met at Wesley Hall for many years until the
early 1990s.

This photo shows the Brownie Pack around 1963. Here they are pictured in the old hut at the rear
of the church. In the centre is Rosemary Wright (some sort of ‘owl’!), Margaret Hogger, Linda and
Beverley Young, Brown Owl Elsie Hogger, Tawny Owl Renee Hogger, Margaret Wright, Margaret
McDonagh, Margaret Webber.
th
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Can you add to the 6 Plumstead Common Guides Blog on our website?
wesleyhallplumstead.org.uk

MEMORIES OF MARGARET LEVERSUCH (NÉE WRIGHT)
I have some lovely memories of Wesley Hall, as it was a big part of most of my childhood.
My mum, (Marjorie Wright), took us to Sunday school at an early age, which was run by Mr.
Hogger. I then progressed to Brownies and then on to Guides. I helped run the Brownie Pack
until my marriage, when I then moved to the New Forest.
I can remember going to the Youth Club, which was fun and going on Good Friday hikes after
church and breakfast. The Church used to be in the Hall and then the Chapel was done I think
about 1960 (although I am not sure on the dates). The Hall was always used for Parade Services
once a month and on Mothering Sunday, when children gave their mums a posy of flowers.

PAUL NICHOLS REMEMBERS
I have been involved with Wesley Hall for a huge amount of my life. I joined the 27th Woolwich
Cubs around 1960. Cubs was on a Wednesday then, in the hut, and was led by Akela,
affectionately known as ‘Danny’. Assistants were Joyce and Arthur Stevens. I moved on to
Scouts – into the Owl patrol under Patrol Leader Bill Goad. Graham Hogger and Ben ‘Hoot’ were
leaders and I remember all too well the mad games we used to play – British Bulldog and High
Jimmy Knacker – the camping trips and pioneering projects. I progressed into the Senior Scout
section with Brian Watling as leader. As a young lad I also attended the Wednesday boys’ club
run by Danny.

O
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It was in the Senior Scouts that my love of folk music was born. Peter Scofield, another 27th
Senior Scout, and I got together and we learnt folk songs which we sang at Friday meetings in the
den. This musical association grew into a lifelong friendship. Linda Young joined us to form the
Tideway Folk Group. Later, Linda left the group and John Bogg and Mick Bullen joined. In our
early twenties we held a Scout and Guide Folk Club in the Scout hut – on Mondays. For three
years or so the club was a huge success with folk singers from far and wide singing to a very
receptive audience. We held a couple of folk concerts too in the main hall, called ‘Hi Folk’.
Friendships formed with other 27th Scouts and Senior Scouts in those days have remained to this
day. Many of us still meet up from time to time and some still lend a hand when help is needed
around the hall. I found my life-long soul mate and wife Jan at Wesley Hall.
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I became an Assistant Cub Leader and then Cub Leader at the 27th when Danny had to ‘give up
the reins’, a role which I continue to this day. I did a spell as an Assistant Scout Leader too.
I’m told I was a member of the Wesley Hall Sunday School, but sadly I have little memory of this.
I attended church and became a member of the church fairly early on in my life. I remember the
jumble sales, when we toured the streets with a trek cart asking for jumble. I remember too the
annual Christmas bazaars, which were very popular with the local community. Mum and Dad
made huge numbers of Christmas decorations for these and later Dad repaired and renovated
toys to sell on the Scouts’ amazing toy stall. The carol services were wonderful with every corner
of the main hall lit by hundreds of candles. I remember playing the guitar at services leading the
congregation at services, and today I manage the sound system for Church Parade services.
Other writers have mentioned the Gang Shows at Wesley Hall which originated way back in the
1940s. Gang Shows at Wesley Hall were revived in the mid 1980s, with the Woolwich District
Scout show ‘Showtime’. I was involved in the production team and ‘trod the boards’. Showtime
later grew into a popular and nationally recognised Gang Show staged at the Woolwich Public
Hall.
We have seen memorable but sometime turbulent times at Wesley Hall. Threats of closure,
struggles with maintaining the building, even an almost disastrous fire have not shaken the
foundations of Wesley Hall. The community at Wesley Hall is as strong today as it was in the
beginning. Every day of the week Wesley Hall is occupied, serving the local community. Over the
past 100 years Wesley Hall will be dear to perhaps thousands of people for all sorts of reasons.
It has been a privilege to be part of the story.

MEMORIES OF A 60’S SCOUT – TERRY CLARKE
th

My experiences of Wesley Hall came via membership of the 27 Woolwich Scouts. After being
th
thrown out of the 10 Woolwich Cubs for fighting with the vicar’s son, I was shown that Scouting
th
still had a lot to offer me and this could be had via the 27 . This was in 1961 and the decade that
followed proved to be the most rewarding time of my life.

O
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Scouts was every Friday evening and after learning our scout craft, implanting massive splinters
into our arms and legs by playing British Bulldog or some other murderous type of activity (these
were the days when Health and Safety were just two words in the dictionary), our friendships
were cemented with fish and chips (and yes, they were out of proper newspaper) on the way
home. As time passed, we moved into the Senior Scouts and spent our Fridays in the “den”
acting as guinea pigs for some of Brian’s experimental “foodstuff” he had brought home from
work – only one or two of us actually grew two heads but some others did develop some very
strange behaviours. Solid friendships were formed during that time, friendships that have
survived until today, five decades later.
Alas, there came a time when we grew too old for the Scouts but separation from Wesley Hall
still proved difficult and our Friday evening rituals turned into a weekly gathering at the local pub
– “The Who’d a Thought it”. These gatherings grew; we discovered girls (most of whom were Girl
th
Guides at Wesley Hall – the 6 Plumstead Common) and romances blossomed. Gradually these
weekly gatherings diminished as couples paired off and started families. I must say, and I do think
this is generally understood, Wesley Hall and all that it meant was never far from my mind.
The next 20 – 25 years saw sporadic gatherings of the group although some did settle into
permanent roles at Wesley Hall. Generally, though, if assistance or attendance was required at
Wesley Hall, then it was usually and readily provided.
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Wesley Hall has been a focus for thousands of people since it was built. No building on its own
can create a union of friends – it takes people with will to do that. It can, however, provide the
environment for that will to prosper. The strength of that will has been demonstrated many
times over the years with Wesley hall as its enabler.
Most recently, we had two members of our particular group embark on a highly personal journey
in support of charities that have deep significance to them. They decided that they would do a
sponsored walk along parts of the Great Wall of China. Facebook came alive with requests for
help in achieving sponsorship goals necessary to enable participation in the trek. There started a
period of pure magic. Fundraising events were held over a period of about 8 months. Suddenly
most of the original group from the 1960s and 70s appeared on the scene along with a host of
others. Financial targets were met and exceeded very quickly. Old friendships were rekindled and
enhanced. It was a remarkable time and the intention is to carry this on.
It was at a recent gathering that the gift of friendship that originated from Wesley Hall half a
century ago came, for me, into its sharpest focus. The sight of children playing and laughing – the
grandsons and granddaughters of that group of friends who came together at Wesley Hall in the
1960s. Still friends, still sharing and laughing, still living the same values we developed then.

LATER YEARS – A TIME OF REGENERATION
KAREN GILHAM (CHURCH SECRETARY) AND PAUL NICHOLS (TREASURER)
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The early 1980s and late 1990s were difficult times. Lean years, in terms of members and threats
of closure and not a very easy time for anyone. Some people outside of our Church held the view
that the Church was just being kept open for the use of the Scouts and Guides. This was not a
view of the fellowship at Wesley Hall who were still working hard in the Church with the Scouts
and Guides alongside us. We had to get through periods of soul-searching, self-criticism and
working out what our strengths and weaknesses were, of reaching out to others for help and of
prayer. However, this was a time of learning, because we realised that we did have strengths and
that with the fellowship working together we could still function and we had work to do.

O
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We needed lots of prayer and a Minister who would come in, shake us up and work alongside us.
We found this in David Ashby. He encouraged us to identify our strengths, to use them to the
Church’s benefit and to work together, to believe in ourselves as a Church and that we could
achieve things together with God alongside us. The Church together with the Scouts was actually
one of our main strengths.
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So began a period of years when the fellowship transformed the building, commencing in the
summer of 2002 with Group Scout Leader Barry Munden taking up the first board of the old hall
floor. With about 20 other volunteers, old scouts, parents of children in scouts and church
members, the whole floor was taken up in a couple of hours. Then the real hard work began with
the laying of the new floor, the redecoration of the hall, and refurbishment of the Chapel and
Vestry. Over the period 2002 – 2005 the building was brought back into good order.

Volunteers start work on replacing the wooden floor in the main hall 2002

th

th
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On 6 June 2004, we celebrated our 90 Anniversary with a fun afternoon involving all
organisations and groups who used the hall, including folk singing from Tideway, line dancing,
jazz dancing, scouting skills and competitions. It was a very enjoyable afternoon. The day after,
on the Sunday, a special service was held led by David Ashby, featuring a sketch “Wesley Hall This
is Your Life” and followed by a barbecue.

rd

By the Church’s 93 Anniversary we had new chairs, new carpet and new faces. The premises
was being used more and more by the local community: numerous one-off lettings, a Line
Dancing Group on Wednesday evenings, Karate on Monday evenings, the Child Health Clinic on
Wednesday mornings and on Friday evenings the whole place was full with young people and
leaders in Scouting.
June 2011 was a very difficult time for Wesley Hall. One Friday evening the Church was damaged
badly by fire, allegedly the result of an arson attack. The Chapel was very badly damaged, as was
the chair store and kitchen, and the building was badly smoke damaged. We were heart-broken
as in just a short half hour or so much of the work that had been achieved was destroyed. But the
fellowship was as resilient as ever. With the assistance of the insurance company and hard work
by numerous contractors, the Church was gradually repaired over the following few months. We
were soon back on our feet and well and truly back in business!

MEMORIES FROM AUTHOR BERNARD ASHLEY
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I went to Wesley Hall as a boy in the war and after. With my father Alfred, my mother Vera,
and my younger brother Michael we normally went to the Sunday evening services. The
church had a circuit minister but we didn’t see him too often; in any case, our favourite
minister was the lay preacher Jim Priest. He had great warmth and a good sense of humour.
If he’d ever preached hell and damnation he’d have had a twinkle in his eye saying ‘Not
really.’ I remember one Christmas morning service when we talked to Mr Priest before it
began about our Christmas presents – and I was wearing one of mine, a yellow shortsleeved pullover. I was so proud when it was mentioned in the prayers of thanks.

O
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The organ was played by Miss Rush, an elderly woman hunched over the keyboard and
pedaling away. At some services a young man called Ernest Pocknell played his violin. I
belonged to the cubs, and Ernie’s fiancée Barbara was Baloo, assistant to Akela.

Ernie was called up into Bomber Command, and he didn’t return from a raid over Germany.
We all hoped he’s been taken prisoner-of-war, but sadly, he’d been killed. I had started to
learn the violin on a borrowed instrument, and after a while I was asked if I would like to
have Ernie’s.
I gratefully accepted, and from time to time played a few scratchy notes at
services, but I wasn’t nearly as good as Ernie had been. I kept a violin for years, and
eventually gave it to Eaglesfield School for a boy to learn on there.
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Having visited our house for tea one Sunday – and noting how brother Michael and I got on
together – Ernie wrote in my autograph book, ‘Little birds in their nests should agree,’ He
was a dear, gentle, man. I would love to know how Barbara fared later.
I went through cubs and scouts – the regular meetings, district competitions, the two-week
camps (real camping) and the camp fire nights in Wesley Hall, sitting round a false fire of
sticks, crinkly red paper and a light bulb. The highlights of these were the camp fire ‘items’ recitations, songs, and sketches from time to time - I’m not sure it is was annually - we
performed a Gang Show on the rigged-up stage in the hall. My love of theatre stemmed
partly from performing in these.
Wesley Hall and my family gave me a very happy childhood, despite the war. When my
father changed his occupation in my early teens we moved to the Medway towns where I
tried to pick things up. But it wasn’t the same. There was no skipper like Stan.
I feel so grateful for the spirit and the friendship I had as a child in the Wesley Hall
community -and I pay tribute to the people who carry on that precious tradition.

THE CHERRY SISTERS – GILLIAN TAYLOR
I have been doing some research and have found some information and scanned some photos
for the memories of Wesley Hall.
Doris and Edith Cherry grew up in Plumstead, attending Wesley Hall with their parents Amy and
William Cherry. Doris was in her teens in the 1930’s and met her husband to be, Len Clifton,
before the war at Wesley Hall. He was an enthusiastic member of the 27th Woolwich Scout
Group both before and after the war.

O
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During the war years Doris worked in Harrogate in the War Ministry and Len joined the army,
ending up as a Prisoner of War in the Far East. After the war they returned to Plumstead and
Wesley Hall. Doris and Len were married in 1946 - for some reason this was at Welling
Methodist Church. They continued to attend Wesley Hall until they moved to Eltham in 1952.
They can be seen in Edith’s wedding photograph at Wesley Hall in 1951 with their daughter,
Gillian, born in 1948.

Edith (known as Cherry), is seven years younger than her sister. She belonged to the church youth
club during and after the war and also met her husband to be at Wesley Hall Youth club;
activities included some holidays including going to Guernsey. Stan Whitefield was a member
of the scout troop (as was his brother Brian).
Edith and Stan were married at Wesley Hall on March 17th 1951. The certificate is signed by
H.E. Eburne, Minister and E. Maynard Wilson. The family group photo shows them standing
outside the church. Edith and Stan moved to Eltham in the 1950’s and continued to worship at
Wesley Hall until Stan’s job took them to Yorkshire, and later Scotland.
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I am also attaching a photo which looks as though it is taken outside Wesley Hall. Edith is
second from the right, standing in the line of girls. I have no idea what the photo is about!

I have enjoyed reading the information on the church website. I hope you have an enjoyable
celebration of the Centenary.

A FEW MEMORIES OF WESLEY HALL – BY MARION WILSON
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Although I was christened in St. Margaret’s Church, at the age of 2 and a half I was taken by
my sister to Wesley Hall to join the Sunday School. (My Mother had been brought up as an
Anglican but thought the Methodists were more friendly). My sister joined the Brownies in
1943 and I wanted to join as well. Miss. Austen was the Sunday School Superintendent
and Brown Owl and every time I saw her I asked “When can I join the Brownies?” To shut
me up, I was accepted at the age of 6 and half and loved every minute of it. (My father died
when I was 7 and a half in May 1946 - he so enjoyed ‘spit and polish night’ when he
inspected our uniforms before we left home).

O
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My first appearance on stage was in 1945, (probably for a concert to celebrate the end of
the war). I was dressed in a borrowed khaki coloured forage cap, battle dress and pleated
skirt. I marched up and down singing ‘Pack up your troubles in your old kit bag’ and the kit
bag was so light it was weighted with hymn books!

At the age of 12 I asked Mrs. Dora Hogger if I could be a Sunday School Teacher. She
accepted me and I became a trainee for a year, with the youngest class. The same year I
was accepted into Church Membership. We had a very good Junior Church Choir, led by
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton and most of us were in their Bible Class. I remember very well going to
their house in Flaxton Road to make crackers for the Church Christmas Bazaar.
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There was always so much going on in the church. On Saturday evening we held the Youth
Club and at the end of each evening we made a dash to the kitchen for the tea pots. First
ones there threw the wet tea leaves around the floor (to settle the dust) while the others
swept the floor. We then put the Communion Rail, chairs and carpet back in place before
the Sunday Services. Happy memories of indoor camp fires, panto rehearsals, bazaars,
Guide Meetings and activities.
I thoroughly enjoyed the Monthly Church Parade, meeting in Erindale and marching to
Church with flags flying. I left the Guides in 1955 to go into Cubs and was placed in Abbey
Wood Methodist Church. A few years later I went to Woolwich Methodist Church to
become the Cub Leader. As I had to live in Greenwich (for my work), I moved my
Membership to Woolwich in about 1960. (I did 41 years in the Scout Association).
I spend some of my retirement now cleaning the toilets in Callington Methodist Church and
most weeks it reminds me of sweeping Wesley Hall floors.
Wesley Hall leaders played an enormous part in forming my teenage years with their care,
love and training. I have such happy memories of those 18 years.

GWEN WEBBER’S REFLECTIONS
It was from 1949 that I started going to Wesley Hall. I was married to Dick
Webber, and his mother, Mrs. Pollard, and stepsisters Marjorie, Dorothy
and Dora attended Wesley Hall. They were fully committed to all activities
that happened at the church. I went with them to the evening service,
though not regularly.
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Wesley Hall was different from what it is now. On the front side of the stage there were steps
from which the choir sang. It seemed a darker hall than the lovely bright one we have now. I do
remember there was always a large congregation. As time went on and we had Margaret and
Peter, Dick would look after the children while I went to the evening service. It was lovely to sit
quietly, enjoy the singing and sermon and come away feeling that with God’s help I could face
whatever the week ahead would bring.

O
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Then as the children got older, I went to the morning services. For all children there was Sunday
School run by Mrs. Marjorie Wright and Mrs. Dora Hogger; also bright hour on a Sunday
afternoon run by Marjorie and Frank Bryan. I have happy memories attending Scout and Guide
activities which involved Margaret and Peter, and especially Church Parades seeing the young
people in church. The 27th Group was popular then, and still is, due I am sure to committed
leaders.

So many people seem to think because you go to church you are serious, but they are so wrong.
How I enjoyed going to the folk concerts held in the hut, enjoying listening to Tideway; jumble
sales, wondering whether people would come; barn dances and Christmas Bazaars. All these
things take a lot of organising. Due to the hard work and dedication of so many people, Wesley
Hall is a lovely bright church. There always has been and will always be a most friendly and warm
welcome to everyone new who comes to Wesley hall.
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Compared to other churches, we are a small church, not made of sand but a solid rock, and one
where I will always worship.

A FEW THOUGHTS ON WESLEY HALL
WENDY FROMINGS

From 1954 to 1968 I taught at Timbercroft Junior School, which is just up the road from Wesley
Hall, so I knew exactly what was going on at the Church, special events etc, from the children.
More recently I was the Circuit Steward serving on your Church Council. What a civilised meeting
that was compared with some! Tea was served beforehand and if it happened on Shrove
Tuesday there were pancakes as well!!
You always made me feel most welcome.

MY FIRST VISIT TO WESLEY HALL
CHRISTINE ANTHONY – SUNDAY SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
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I arrived at Wesley Hall one dark Sunday evening in October 1988. I had been raised a
Methodist - my Great Grandfather and 2 friends had raised funds for and built a simple
Primitive Methodist Chapel in my home village of Oldcroft in the Forest of Dean,
Gloucestershire. I attended Sunday School there until it was forced to close and (much to my
Grandfather’s chagrin) started attending the nearest Methodist Chapel, a Bible Christian
Chapel with which he would have no truck, preferring to attend the Church Of England. We
attended every week (myself and 4 younger siblings) and I recall the nervous excitement of
the Sunday School Anniversary recitals (2 services), followed by the Sunday School outing to
Barry Island the following week – so exciting I could never manage my breakfast.

O
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At the age of 14 I started helping with Sunday School and when a Christian Union opened at
my Secondary School I joined that too. Unfortunately the Christian Union at University put me
off and for the next 10 years I did not attend a regular service, although I was married in the
Methodist Chapel that I had attended at Yorkley Slade (pronounced slad) when I left London
to return to live in the Forest in 1984.
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Returning to London in 1987 I found myself in Plumstead knowing no-one but my husband. I
wanted to be settled and part of the community. I realised that I missed the routine of Sunday
church-going. Furthermore we wanted to start a family and I felt it was important that a child
should have a routine and a knowledge of Christianity. I started looking for a church I could
attend. Sunfields seemed too far away. I tried Trinity Methodist but it didn’t feel right. Then I
discovered there was a funny little building tucked away near the common. I came to that
first service feeling rather doubtful. The service was in the main hall, led I believe by a female
minister (quite a novelty at the time). The hall itself I recall as being dark – dull paintwork and
even duller green curtains on the stage, there were strange banks of folding wooden chairs, a
battered floor and hissing gas fires on the wall. I remember a smart-looking couple (Dorothy
and Derek Fairclough) and a dapper little man (Mr Nichols). Mr Bryan was playing the organ
and was accompanied by his wife who was wearing turquoise stone earrings. The place had
a familiarity about it – the look and homely feel reminded me of the chapel at Yorkley Slade
(and how odd that this building was in the Slade too).
I decided to return the following Sunday evening when the minister, Harvey Richardson, put
out a notice that “Debby is looking for someone to help her with Sunday School”. Everything
seemed to fall into place so I attended the next morning service and volunteered my services.
I’ve helped with Sunday School ever since and much has changed. People have come and
gone, 2 of those original children play the organ for services (Helen and Jo Nichols), my
daughter has grown up and I have 2 grandchildren. However the special feel of Wesley Hall
remains. Recently my grandson exclaimed – “Grandma – I like coming to chapel” - and when I
asked why, he said “Because I feel like I’m part of something”. I couldn’t put it better myself!

JANET’S MEMORIES
Janet Nichols (nee Hogger) is a member at Wesley Hall; at one time she ran the Brownies and Beavers at
Wesley Hall and she currently helps with the Cub Scout Pack.
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Throughout my life Wesley Hall has almost been my second home. The furthest I have lived away
from it was for 4 years when at Nottingham university and for the first 8 years of married life in
Eltham. My parents, Les and Dora Hogger, met at Wesley Hall through Guiding and Scouting and
hence Wesley Hall was to play a very big part in my life. My first service, apparently, was Harvest
Festival 1949 when a month old. Both sides of my parent’s families, the Pollards and the
Hoggers, supported Wesley Hall in many ways, either as Guide leaders, Brownie leaders and
Sunday School teachers, so it was only natural that I joined these activities.
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My first memories are of beginners Sunday School sitting on various coloured stools in the
Rovers den, now the chapel, playing with tin trays filled with sand. If I remember rightly the
pianist for us was Betty Hill. I then progressed to Primary Sunday School, which was held in the
Hut, run by my mum and the pianist was Joyce Richards. Lastly, came Senior Sunday school in the
main hall, run by my uncle Harry Hogger and Mrs Wright. Church parades in my early days were
big affairs and I can remember as a 3 to 5 year old standing proudly with my auntie, Dorothy
Pollard, the Guide captain, on the other side of the church in the road at the beginning of the line
of Guides and Brownies, waiting for the Scouts, Cubs, etc march past us from Erindale Road
where they had congregated earlier on. On entering the church we were witness of a large
congregation, so large that the shutters that divided the classrooms from the hall had to be
rolled up in order to fit everyone in. On the stage were the church choir, who came down to join
the rest of the congregation to listen to the sermon which was delivered from a high round pulpit
to the right of the church. I often wondered what went on in the vestry before and after the
service as we were never allowed in there at any time!
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Many a happy time was had at Wesley Hall as I entered Brownies and then Guides, as well as
attending Sunday school most weeks. Other big occasions that come to mind are the bazaars
before Christmas, the numerous jumble sales to raise money for good causes and the annual
Parents Evenings when the hall heaved with Guides, Brownies, Cubs, Scouts, Senior Scouts and
Rovers. It was the youngsters’ opportunity to put on a show for their parents showing them skills
and games that they had learnt at their section evenings.
Another one of my memories as a child was being given a book of Sunny Smiles, which were
photos of children who lived in the then National Childrens Homes. Our job was to sell these
photos to family and friends and bring the money back for this charity. Again if I remember
correctly, the total amount of money was handed in at a special service in Westminster Central
Hall. A different child was selected to be the one to take it up on to the stage during the service,
a real honour! As I became too old for Guides I became a Brownie leader before going off to
college. On returning, I was asked by the Akela of the cubs, Miss Daniels, affectionately known as
Danny, to help with Cubs, which I did. This was where I got to know Paul, now my husband. He
was also in a folk group which regularly held really good folk nights in the scout hut.
[To read more of Janet’s memories check out her article in our Centenary Blog –
www.wesleyhallplumstead.org.uk]

MEMORIES OF WESLEY HALL – PAT GUARD
I was sitting at home on a grey Sunday morning reading the memories of Wesley Hall with a
tear in my eye if I'm honest. I hadn't thought I had anything to offer as I wasn't specifically
involved with Wesley Hall. I wasn't a brownie or guide and didn't attend the church there.
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But as I read on, memories flooded back. Memories of my friendship with Janet Nichols nee
Hogger from when we were at 'big' school together, who drew me into her circle of friends
linked to Wesley Hall (otherwise I may still be sitting at home, I was rather shy then, no really,
I was !). Memories of spending many an evening at 'The Crypt' in Woolwich with that same
circle of friends, one of whom was to become my husband, Kevin, who was a Scout and
Venture scout at Wesley Hall. The many parties we used to have with fun and laughter being
the name of the game, good clean fun I might add.
Memories of a trip to Germany with them in 1973 (I think), with lots of teasing: that I would
have to dig my own loo and that I wouldn't be able to plug in my hair dryer, horror of
horrors!! Only to find, when I got there a beautiful block of flushing loos and shiny showers.
Such fun we had.
As Terry Clarke has mentioned, as we married and had children our lives took differing paths,
but we were always included in functions at Wesley Hall and went to the Gang show most
years.
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Over the last 3 years, the friendships forged at that time have really come to the fore when
Kevin, my husband was diagnosed with Prostate Cancer. Now this is not a tale of woe, I can
assure you, as from the moment word spread, ALL of these friends without exception were
there to support us and have continued to do so. I could not agree more that the friendships
we have, have sustained over the years, it doesn't matter what gaps there have been, when
we meet, it's as if it was yesterday.
When Karen (Gilham) and I decided to Trek a part of the Great Wall of China in aid of our
chosen Charities, I was somewhat daunted by the thought of how much money I would need
to raise in order to go. Well, I needn't have worried as once again ALL of these friends plus
many, many more, were there to support us with their time and money and Karen and I had
the time of our lives arranging fundraisers. I laughed until I cried on occasion, and it was the
most amazing experience of a lifetime.
I am very pleased to say our friendships, if anything, are stronger: we meet, remember, laugh,
support and share and I feel very privileged to have been, and still be, a part of it all.

LIST OF MINISTERS APPOINTED TO WESLEY HALL FROM 1914
WOOLWICH CIRCUIT 1890-1946
SHOOTERS HILL CIRCUIT from 1946
LESNES ABBEY CIRCUIT from 2008
Minsters Appointed for Wesley Hall with Pastoral Oversight
Revd.
Revd.
Revd.
Revd.
Revd.

Charles E. Dove*
Wesley Woolmer*
A. J. Johnson*
Joseph Reed*
William H. Lawson*
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1914
1915
1919
1923
1930

In Ministerial Charge for Wesley Hall
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1931 Revd. Walter Floyd
1933 Pastor William Robinson
1935 Revd. Samuel Westwood Williams
1936 Revd. Frank W. Hargreaves
1936 Revd. Ralph Kirby
1939 Revd. C. Leslie Brewer
1940 Revd. Eric G Frost
1941 Revd. Bennison G. Medd
1945 Revd. Raymond B. Wright
1948 Revd. E. Maynard Wilson*
1968 Revd. Leslie E. Day
1973 Revd. Michael J. Gilyead*
1979 Revd. David W. Nicholson*
1983 Revd. Harvey S. Richardson*
1988 Revd. Raymond A. Hawthorne*
1994 Revd. Eric McKenzie*
2001 Revd. David F. Ashby*
2004 Revd. Judy Turner-Smith*
2010 Revd. Asif Karam
* Circuit Superintendent
********

This booklet has been prepared as carefully as possible. We apologise for any errors or omissions.
Check out our website to catch up with new blogs and memories that have been received since
going to print. If you would like to contribute to our history or memories of Wesley Hall, it’s not too
late and we would love to hear from you.

www.wesleyhallplumstead.org.uk

[Website set up and administered by Paul Nichols with our appreciation and thanks]
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WESLEY HALL
METHODIST CHURCH

ONE FATHER - ONE FAMILY
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FORWARD TOGETHER
IN STRENGTH

THAT IS OUR PRAYER

